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Communication ring initialization witho ut central control
J. H. Saltzer

Summary
This short memorandum describes a novel combination of three
well-known techniques; the combination provides a systematic way of
initializi ng a local - area ring network without previous, static
designation of a distinguished station.

The result is a distributed

algorithm that dynamically designates a distinguished stati on from among a
group of

s tat ~on s

whose ability to communicate i s hampered by the fact

that the r ing is not yet initi a lized.

An appe ndix describes how this

approach could be implemented as part of the 10 Meg abit/ second (version 2)
ri ng networ k current l y be ing i ns t al l ed at th e M.I.T . Laboratory for
Computer Sc i e nce.
Introduction
On e of the more s ubtl e problems of design i n a digital commun i cat ion
ring is how to do initi a li zation of the access pr otoco l without
des ign ati ng a distinguished statio n to do hous ekeep ing.

I n a ring, a

sig nal once launched can circulate whether the s ign a l i s l egit imate or
sp uri ous .

Si nce a s puri ous s ign al may res emb l e anyth i ng, including

leg i timate traff i c or protoco l s i gna l s, the normal access pro t oco ls for
any ring depend fo r their correctness on the ring start i ng off with a
predictable signa l pattern or format .

(Even a contention ring depends o n

the predictable initial state of no signal at all.}

Initi a l ization of the

signal format that driv es t he access protocols is r eq uired at start up a nd
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also f o l lowing any failure that causes the expected signal format to be
damaged.

It is easy enough to insist that every station be prepared to

reinitialize the signal format (and to detect the need for
reinitialization) but this insistence introduces the danger t ha t two or
more stations will independently attempt reinitialization.

These

contending reinitializers can interfere with one another in such a way
that none is successful.

In a ring of 100 stations, one can imagine (in

nightmares) an avalanche of contending attempts to reinitialize, none
successful , going on indefinitely .
Earlier solutions to this problem have not been systematic or even
very satisfactory.

Prime Computer, Inc ., in its Ringnet, for example,

uses station-address - dependent timeouts (similar in function to the
virtual token technique described here) to reduce the chance of
contention, but relies primarily on small numbers of stations to avoid
problems[!].

The L.C.S. version one ring network relies on the software

at each node testing for ring format correctness either periodically or
before each message origination[Z].

The only protection agains t the

reinitiali za tion ava l a nche effec t is that its probability is low with the
sma ll number of stations (fewer than ten) in the net.

This approach

ignores th e coord in ation proble m rather than solving it .

The original

design of the L.C.S. version two ring network envisioned an aut omat ic
scheme ba sed on placing reinitia liz ation responsib ili ty only on s tations
that discover the need fo r reinitialization while attempting to originate
a message.

This scheme does not solve the contention problem , it instead

attempts to reduce the typical number of contending stations to a level
where a cont e ntion - ba cko ff - retry algorithm has a greater chance of
working.
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Some more recent approaches have attacked the problem more
systematica l ly.

Although there currently appears to be no published

documentation on the subject, the Data Point ARC network (a star-organized
bus rather than a ring) is reported to use a token-initialization
technique closely similar to the one proposed here.

The IBM Zurich

Laboratory in its Z- ring has developed a quite different (and complex)
ring format initialization algorithm using the distributed minimizat ion
technique of repeating on ly messages containing station numbers smaller
than one's own[3].
To do protocol reinitialization systematically yet without central
contro l , we here propose a novel, straightforward approach for rings that
use a token or fixed frame format.

The appr oa ch has three coordinated

elements, jamming, a virtual .t.o..k.a.n., and a .1..J:..y.-.a_t-JllQ..S_t-m rule.
1)

Jamming is a technique borrowed from the Ethernet, where it is

used to insure that all contending stations agree that there was a
collision[4] .

In the Ethernet, whenever an orig i nating station detects a

co llisi on by ana lysis of the s ign al levels, that station impresses an
easily recognizable jamming signa l on the net for a time long enough to
propagate t o every other network station.

This jamming guarantees that

all contenders agree on the need to backoff and retry.

It also guarante es

that all agree (to within a couple of propagatio n times) on
the backoff timeo ut.
ring.

~an

to begin

It is this l ast prope rty t ha t i s of interest in the

Therefore, the first step in systematic signal format

initialization is that whenever any station detects a need for signal
format reinitialization (generally by noticing that no format fl ags have
passed by for one ring t rans it time) that stat ion jams the ring by
tra nsmitting a characteristic pattern of data that does not resemb le a
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normal frame or token (for example, a string of zeros) for T seconds,
where T is chosen to be a little longer than one ring transit time.

Since

the jamming signal contains no format information, every other station
will, within one ring transit time, similarly detect that the r ing needs
signal format reinitialization and emit T seconds worth of jamming signal.
Thus a little more than 2*T seconds lat er all stations will have completed
jamming and be in agreement, within about 2*T seconds, on when the entire
procedure started.

Note that this approach assumes that the lower-level,

analog communication system is correctly operating (it must have its own
initialization strategy).
2)

Orderly, contention - free initialization can now be accomplished

simp ly by
r ing.

hav~ng

exactly one station place a correct signal fo rma t on the

The trick is to find a di stri buted algorithm that chooses exactly

one station from a collection of stations that cannot currently
communicate anything more sophisticated than a j amming signal and that are
not even certain which other stations are participating in the exercise.
A token-acce ss ring normally avoids contention for message origination by
circulating a token, and requiring that a station not originate a message
unless it possesses the token.

A similar technique can be used for ring

initialization, with the exception that since the ring is not opera ting
yet, the circulation of the initialization token must be simulated.
simulat ed initialization token is called a virtual

~~.

This

The vir tual

token te chniq ue is borrowed fr om the Chaosnet, which uses it to reduce
contention at every message orig i nat ion[5].
In the ring, the virtual token works as follows:

each station sets a

timer to a va lu e consisting of its s tat ion number times 2•T.

When this

timer finally expires, it is this s tation' s turn to initi a liz e the signal
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format.

If some other station initializes the signal format first, a

format correctness detector in each station will terminate that s tation's
interest in protocol reinitialization, and operatio n will return to
normal.
Thus t he virtual token in effect visits each station in the ring in
the order of its station number.

The lowest-numbered active station will

first decide that it has possession of the virtual token, and will
reinitia l ize the signal fo rmat.

The rest , waiting for their turn , will

notice that the signal format has been restored and will return to their
usual activities .
One inte resting differ ence between this technique and that of the
Chaosnet is

th~

time scale involved .

In the Chaosnet, multiples of the

network propagat ion time are meas ured in microseconds.

In the ring,

because of per-stat ion repeater delays and longer allowable cable runs,
the transit time is more li ke ly to be measured in milliseconds.

If, for

example, a value of T = 0.5 ms. is chosen, and there are 200 stations on a
network, one migh t wonder if it will often require the better part of a
second for the initialization to complete.
important, howe ·· er, for two reasons.

This co ncern i s not really

Fir st, since reinitialization shou ld

occur relatively rarely, promptness is not so important a design criterion
as is inevitability and accuracy of the automatic procedure.

Second, it

is very likely that s ome low-numbere d station will be active (one might
intentionally assign bridges, gateways, and other high-availability
servers l ow network numbers) so that reinit ializati on normally will occur
very rapidly.
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3)

Some final, minor problems must be accounted for.

Unless

high-precision components are used the timers in different stations may be
different enough to cause trouble .

For example , i f station 100 has a

timer that is 1% slow, it may attempt reinitialization at just the same
time as station 101.

This problem can arise if there are no l ow-n umbered

s tations, and the high-numbered stations have closely-spaced numbers.
Similarly, a station may happen to join the ring in the middle of an
ongoing reinitialization sequence, notice the lack of signal format, and
try to initiate yet another reinitialization sequence.

Both these

problems are eliminated by providing one more degree of backoff.

A node

should try exactly once to do reinitialization with the virtual token.

If

that atte mp t fails, it should get out of the way to let some other node
try.

If, after a few seconds, no station has successfully reinitialized

the signal format, automat ic reinitialization is probably a hopeles s
activity anyway, and manual intervention sho uld be ca lled for.

Assuming

the ri ng i s not actually damaged and thus the only problems a re new
part i cipants and off-beat clocks,

this ~-~-~-~

very high probability of eventual success.

rule prov ides a

Every active station wi ll get

to try, while co llisi on-type interference becomes less and less likely as
more stations exhaust their try and back off .

(This observation suggests

that one could even replace th e systematic timeouts of the virtual token
with random timeouts, and still expect a high probability of event ual
reinitialization success.

That approach wou ld probably work, though with

250 stations it might be the usual case that many collisions occ ur at
every reinitialization attempt.)

Finally, a station that has tried,

failed, and backed off should not inhibit itse lf forever from try ing
aga in.

A period of correct ring operation can release the inhibition, or
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else an explicit reset request could be issued by the software of the
computer at the station.

An Implication

fQL interfaces

One of the attractions of this method of automatic protocol
reinitialization is that it can be implemented entirely in hardware as
part of the ring controller , without involving host-specific hardware or
software.

This isolation of implementation between the ring controller

and the station allows the interfa ce between the ring controller and the
sta tion to be more technology - independent than it would otherwise be.
Related observa tions
The te chni que used here has the effect of rapidly distinguishing one
ring statio n from the others; in effect one station dynamic al ly ass umes a
role reminiscent of the role of the permanent ly - assigned monitor sta tion
of the Cambr idge ring[ 6].

I n co ntrast with the Cambridge ring, though,

any station can take on t his distinguished role and the role can be
shifted from one station t o another rapidly and aut omatically.

Thus the

adva nt age of having a di stinguished station is obtaine d, without the us ual
disadvantage that failure of the distinguished s tation takes the ring out
of ser vi ce until either the distinguished station is repaired or ano ther
s tation is (manually) designa ted to be distinguished.
This observation can be turned to furth er advantage by allowing
whichever sta tion it i s that s ucce eds in initialization to perform other
distinguished services for the r ing.
simplify a ring design are :

Examples of suc h services that could

insertion of the extra delay necessary to pad

out short rings; error reports or statistics; and marking packets to
insure they do not pass by more than once.

There is one objection ,
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however, to adding such additional services in a dynamically-designated
master station.

Many stations (for example, those with high station

numbers) will rarely, if ever, be cal led upon the exercise these services,
and failures in the associated circuitry may accumulate, undetected.

When

a low-numbered station that has always assumed the designated role for a
ring is one day removed from the r ing , the higher-numbered stations may
suddenly manifest many accumulated failures, making the ring quite
unreliable for the while.
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Appendix:

Application 1Q

~

LCS version l

~network

interface

Implemen tation of jamming, the virtual token, and the
try-at-most-once r ule for automatic ring reinitialization would involve
several changes and some substantial simp l ification to the previous
version 2 local network interface design[7] .

The simplifications arise

because in the previous design , ring reinitialization involved the ring
controller, the host-specific hardware, software in the host and four
different timers.

With this new approach automatic ring reinitialization

can be carried out entirely by the ring controller, and only two timers
are required.

Following is a list of mechanisms and proc edures that would

be implemented in each station interface.
1.

Th e four timers that provide flag detect timeout (1.2 ms), token
dete ct timeout (300 ms) , Originate time out (300 ms), and lost message
timeout (1.2 ms), are replaced by two timers, all part of the ring
controller.

The first provides token detect timeout, and is set to a

little more than the maximum possible token ci r cu lation time.

The

second provides flag detect timeout, and is set to a little more than
the maximum ring transit time.
timers is as follows:

The principle of operati on of the two

in a normally operating ring, the access token

will periodically circulate by each repeater.

Lack of appearance of

the toke n is a certain indication that the ring requires
reinitia li zatio n, so the token detect timeout is set to elapse if the
ma ximum token cir cu l ation time is exceeded; whenever the repeater
notices the token passing it resets this timer .

The token detect

time out by its elf would be suffic i ent to trigger reinitialization,
but the maximum token circulatio n time can be quite l arge .

The token
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can be captured by each station in sequence for one maximum-length
message transmission time, 1 ms. in the 10 Mb ring, so with 256
stations the token could take as long as 256 ms. to circulate.

To

detect ring failures more quickly, and to insure rapid agreement
among all stations as to the starting time of the reinitialization
procedure, a second timer is used.

In a correctly operating ring, a

flag sequence will appear at the beginning and end of every message
and at the beginning of every token.

Therefore, failure to see a

flag within one ring transit time (determined by the repeater delay
time, the maximum number of repeaters, and the maximum length of wire
connecting the repeaters- - abo ut 0.5 ms in the present design) is
another certa in indication that the ring requires reinitialization.
The flag timeout detector therefore is set to elapse if more than one
ring transit time is exceeded; whenever the repeater notices a flag
passing it resets this timer.

(Th e flag timeout detector by itself

is ll.Q1 s ufficient to detect all need for ring initialization, since . a
failure cou ld in principle leave the ring with a circulating flag and
all stations in repeat mode.)
2.

Whenever a station detects a token it loads a virtual token counter
wi th the station address.

A zero value in the virtual token counter

inhibit s entry to reinitialization mode.

This zero -inhibit is the

mechanism that implements the try-at - most -o nce rule.
3.

Elapsing of either timer causes the control card to enter a
reinitialization sequence unless reinitialization is inhibited by a
zero in the virtual token counter.
the f oll owing sequence:

The ring control card performs
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a.

I mmedia tely abandon any ongoing copy or originate opera tion,
returning error status to the hos t - specific board ("Message
lost" on originate , "Bad format " on copy).

b.

Continue as pending an y pending origi nate operation.

c.

Force the transmitter to idle (with PLL modem , send zeros) for
one flag detect ti meo ut time.

(This idle ensures that every

other flag detect timeout in th e ring elapses.)

Th en re turn the

transmitter and receiver to repeat mode.
d.

Inh ib it the token detect timeout.

e.

Res et the flag dete ct timeout and allow it to run until it
laps es or a fl ag is detected.

If a flag is det ec t ed, the

co nt rol card res ets both detector ti meo uts, leaves
reinitializ atio n mo de, and returns to normal ope r a ti on .
f.

If the flag de t ect timeout l apses, l ower th e virtual toke n
counter by one , and if greater t han zero, repeat step e.

g.

If the virtual token co un ter reaches zero, reset both detec tor
t i meo ut s , originate a broadcast packet with no data, an d after
removing this packet ret ur n to normal operation.

Note that trying to initialize the ring inhibits any future attempts
to rein it i1l ize until s uch time as a t oke n is detected.

Thus fo r a

s ingl e ring failure each stati on makes no more th an one a ttempt to
reinitialize.
4.

If t oken detect timeout occurs whil e reinit i a liz ation is inhibi t ed ,
this coinc idence can be inter preted as fai l ure of the ring
reinitialization procedure by a ll parties involved.

This event

s hou ld be reported as an error' status to the ho s t specific board.
Th e lin e "ring not OK" is used for this purpose.

Once asserted, the

stat us "ring not OK" rema in s asserted unt il the next time a token is
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detected.

(Note that thi s reuse of the token detect timeout is not

strictly legitimate since the time normally required to complete the
rei ni tialization procedure is only accidentally smaller than the the
maximum token circulation time.

However, it is very likely that if

the ring is operating normally, some station will successfully
reinitialize within that time.

Further, the so ftware response to

this sta tus is supposed only to log a status report and invoke
external intervention.

In the case that the ring later succee ds with

reinitialization after this status is reported, the station can
discover this fact by in spec ting the status line.)
5.

Whenever a station powers up, or enables or disables its modem, it
should also reset the two timers and enable initializati on by loading
the virtua l token counter.

With this pr ov ision, startup of an LNI

proceeds as follows:
a)

Power is applied to the LNI, at which time it comes up in
digital loopback mode wit h both timeout detectors reset but
ac tive, the virtual token counter loaded, and idl e (zeros)
circula ting by digital loopback.

b)

When the flag timeout detect elapses, reinitialization becomes
active, should s uc ceed , and digital l oopback from then on
ci rculates a token.

c)

The stat ion can now test the LNI.

The station enables the LNI modem, cutti ng in the analog cable.
A mome nt l ater the flag timer will e l apse, and the ana l og loop
wil l be initialize d with a token.

The station can now test the

cab l e , and beca use a token i s circulating reinitialization is
not inhibited.
d)

Now t he station joins the ring, probably de stroying the
currently ci rc ul ating ring token.

Ring r e initialization
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automatically occurs, this time in concert with other r ing
partic ipants.
If at any stage the station decides to abort the sta rtu p sequence,
disabling the mo dem wi ll re l oad the virtual t ok en counte r, thereby
allowing the sequence to be tried again without need to power down.
6.

Whenever a bro adcas t packet of zero lengt h is received, it can be
taken as a signal that the ring was just reinitialized.

I ndiv idual

stations may ignore this notice, log it, or investigate the status of
their current conn ections, as appropriate.
7.

Following a ring failure all LNI ' s will be inhibiting
re i nitiali zation an d await i ng further instructions.

After the ring

i s t ho ught t o be repaired, some LNI sho uld be run through its startup
sequence.

This sequence, if successful, will en d with a c irculating

token, which will notify every station th at the r in g is aga in
operating.

If, while the ring awaits repair, some new station

a t taches itself to the ring, it will attempt reinitializat io n and
(presumably) fail.

The token at the end of the broadcast messag e it

launc hes may ca use some set of stations to believe the ring is
operating, time out , an d reattempt initialization .

These stations

will soon reinhibit reinitialization, so such transients are
harm l ess.
8.

If joining the ring is accomplished by c l osing a relay, th e jammi ng
time T sho uld be set to the l arger of the ring tran si t time and the
relay bounce time , so as to insure that reinitia li zation is not
at tempted until there is a chance it will work .
(end}

